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New Zealand has 4 Alert Levels:


Alert Level 1



Alert Level 2



Alert Level 3



Alert Level 4.

The different Alert Levels tell us what
we must do to keep everyone safe
from the COVID-19 virus.
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On the 13 May 2020 New Zealand
moved into Alert Level 2.
Level 2

This is an Easy Read factsheet about
travelling in New Zealand during
Alert Level 2.

The rules in this factsheet start from
Friday 29 May 2020 at 12 midday.

There are other Easy Read
factsheets about Alert Level 2 on the
COVID-19 website:
https://covid19.govt.nz/communities/
accessible-information/easy-read/
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Travelling in New Zealand

During Alert Level 2 you can travel:
 around your local area
 to different places in New Zealand.

You can also use transport like:
 buses
 trains
 ferries
 planes.

If you do want to travel you need to
do it in a safe way.
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To travel in a safe way means
following the rules that the travel
companies have in place during Alert
Level 2

Level 2.

Some of the rules are:


if you use public transport try to
choose a time when it is not too
busy



when waiting for your transport
do not sit or stand next to people
you do not know



do not sit next to people you do
not know when you are travelling



wash or sanitize your hands
before and after travelling



sneeze or cough into a tissue or
your elbow.
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If you are travelling in a group to an

100

event there must be no more than
100 people in your group.

Before you travel check with the
transport company that you are using
what their rules are.

If you are going to travel by plane you
also need to check with the airline
about what their rules are.
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Total Mobility Card

Total Mobility Cards are cards for
disabled people who find it hard to
travel on public transport.

If you have a Total Mobility card this
means you will pay less for some
kinds of travel.

There is an Easy Read factsheet
called Total Mobility changes until
30 June 2020.

You can find this fact sheet on the
COVID-19 website:
https://covid19.govt.nz/communities/
accessible-information/easy-read/
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Contact tracing

Health services use contact tracing
information to find people who may
have been close to someone who
has a virus like COVID-19.

Doing this can help stop the spread
of viruses like COVID-19.

When you travel write down:
 where you travelled
 how you travelled
 the date and time of your travel
 the names of anyone you travelled
with.
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If you find it hard to write these things
down you could ask someone you
trust to do this for you.

Having this information written down
makes it easier to do contact tracing.
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Stay home if you are sick

It is very important to stay home if
you are feeling sick.

If you are feeling sick you should not
travel on public transport at all.

If you are feeling sick you should call:
 your doctor
 Healthline on 0800 611 116

Healthline is free to call.

This means it will not cost you any
money to call Healthline.
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Healthline is open all the time – day
and night.

It will not cost you any money to call
Healthline.

Healthline is open all the time – day
and night.

There is an Easy Read factsheet
called What is coronavirus and
COVID-19?.

You can find this fact sheet on the
COVID-19 website:

https://covid19.govt.nz/communities/
accessible-information/easy-read/
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If you need help to understand any of
the information in this fact sheet you
can call the People First New
Zealand helpline.

The People First New Zealand
helpline is 0800 20 60 70

You will be asked to leave a
message with your:


first and last name



phone number.

The People First New Zealand
helpline is free to call.

This means it will not cost you any
money to call the helpline.
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You can also email People First New
Zealand on ask@peoplefirst.org.nz

A People First worker will call or
email you back.
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This information has been translated
into Easy Read by the Make It Easy
service of People First New Zealand
Ngā Tāngata Tuatahi.

The ideas in this document are not
the ideas of People First New
Zealand Ngā Tāngata Tuatahi.

Thank you to Metlink for their
permission to use their images in this
translation.

Make It Easy uses images from:
 Changepeople.org
 Photosymbols.com
 Sam Corliss
 Steve Bolton
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